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Abstract 
 
In a collider final focus (FF) system chromaticity generated by FF quadrupoles is compensated 
by sextupole pairs with –I map in between to cancel geometrical aberrations. However, it works 
perfectly only for zero-length sextupole kicks; for realistic thick magnets only quadratic aberra-
tions are cancelled exactly while higher order terms appear and may deteriorate the transverse 
dynamic aperture. The latter is particularly important for prospective projects of the future circu-
lar colliders based on the Crab-Waist collision approach where extremely low beta at IP gener-
ates very large chromatic effects. In the present paper, we study these high aberrations by the 
power series technique and propose the method of the dynamic aperture recover. Results of ana-
lytic study are compared with those obtained by tracking. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Collider’s final focus (FF) system serves for transverse squeezing of the beam in the in-
teraction point (IP) and thus providing high luminosity. Chromaticity generated by FF lens is es-
timated as 
** / βξ l−≈ , 
 
where l is a distance to the closest lens and  is a beta function value at IP. Colliders with 
Crab-Waist (CW) [1, 2] interaction scheme possess  mm and vertical chromaticity 
. Horizontal chromaticity is smaller in case of flat beams, however its value is 
still significant — several hundreds. The major part of the ring chromaticity belongs to the FF 
section. 
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 The local chromaticity compensation scheme (of betatron frequencies and beta functions) 
utilizes sextupoles, which due to high values of the chromaticity appear to be rather strong and 
therefore significantly degrade dynamic aperture. In order to avoid degradation, pairs of sextu-
poles are used, with –I transformation inside the pair Fig.1.1. The second sextupole cancels 
nonlinear aberrations of the first one and the whole system does not disturb the beam dynamics. 
 
 
 
Fig.1.1 Chromaticity compensation by sextupoles pairs 
 
However, simulation and analytical studies show the full cancelation is possible only for 
zero length sextupoles (so-called kick approximation): )()()( 00 ssLsBsB −⋅⋅′′=′′ δ . Considera-
 1
tion of the sextupoles with realistic lengths and separated by –I map shows that full cancelation 
does not happen and dynamic aperture is again small. 
The present paper discusses reasons for dynamic aperture deterioration due to non-zero 
length sextupoles, gives an analytical solution describing particles propagation through “thick” 
sextupole in the form of power series, presents ways to minimize nonlinear aberrations and in-
crease dynamic aperture. 
 
 
2. DYNAMIC APERTURE VS MULTIPOLE LENGTH 
 
In order to figure out the order of the nonlinear aberrations mostly affecting dynamic ap-
erture, let us study dependence of the stability area size on multipole magnet length.  
We start with sextupole magnet. Hamiltonian of sextupole perturbation is 
 ( ) 6/3)( 2321 xyxskH −= ,                                                (2.1) 
 
where . The standard transformation to variables “action-phase” ()/()(2 cpBsk y′′= )ϕ,J  and us-
age of perturbation theory allows obtaining of new action variable J  – invariant of motion in 
second order infinitesimal [3]: 
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where, for simplicity, only horizontal motion is presented, perturbation is assumed to be even, 
and a constant xJ  is found from initial conditions. Fourier harmonics of perturbation potential 
are found as ( ) 3,1=j
mxxmxmmjn
njLkA )cos()(
48
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2/3 θθνψβπ +−Σ= ,                            (2.3) 
 
where summation is performed over all sextupoles with integrated strength , mLk )( 2 Rs /=θ  is 
azimuth angle, xν  and )(sxψ  are betatron frequency and phase respectfully. 
Equation (2.2) defines phase trajectories )( xxJ ϕ  with accuracy up to second order, as it 
shown on Fig.2.1. We will define the border of stability area as break point of )( xxJ ϕ curve: 
∞=xx ddJ ϕ/  and we will write the full derivative of (2.2) in form 
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from which we derive 
0/ =∂∂=′ xxx JJJ .                                                      (2.4) 
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Fig.2.1 Stable and unstable phase trajectories found with the help of (2.2) 
 
Solution of the last equation gives an estimate of the stability area size )( limlim xx FJ ϕ= . 
Since obtained expression is a function of the phase variable, it is necessary to find such a 
value limxϕ , which gives  minlim =xJ
0/lim =∂∂ xxJ ϕ .                                                      (2.5) 
 
It is interesting to note that in vicinity of the resonance (e.g. integer) 
where 1<<=− δν nx , and neglecting non-resonance terms in (2.2) one obtains 
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The last expression is exactly resonance Hamiltonian, obtained with canonical transformations 
into the rotating coordinate system, and conditions (2.4) and (2.5) are equations for turning 
points, which define border of the stability area in vicinity of isolated resonance. 
Thus, usage of action invariant, found with the help of non-resonant theory of perturba-
tions, for finding borders of stability area, could be used in the whole frequency domain as in 
vicinity of the resonance and in far off.  The method could be expanded for the case of 2D mo-
tion and for the higher orders of perturbation theory. 
Applying condition (2.4) to (2.2), we obtain an estimate of the dynamic aperture 
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i.e. dynamic aperture determined by quadratic (sextupole) nonlinearity decreases as (with 
accuracy up to second order infinitesimal) with increase of the sextupole length. 
L/1
The search of limxϕ , which gives min)( limlim =xxJ ϕ , results in numerical value of dynamic 
aperture for particular values of perturbation harmonics, however, it exceeds the scope of the 
present paper. 
For the cubic nonlinearity (here it is octupole), Hamiltonian is 
 ( ) 24/6)( 222432 yyxxskH +−= ,                                          (2.8) 
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where , and second order invariant (2.2) is )/()(3 cpBsk y′′′=
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where perturbation harmonics ( 4,2=j ) are equal 
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Applying (2.4) to (2.8) we obtain 
1
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2
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i.e. for cubic nonlinearity dynamic aperture decreases as . 2/1~ −LAx
 
 
 
Fig.2.2 DA vs. the magnet length for sextupole (left, 1~ −L ) and octupole (right, 2/1~ −L )  
  
Fig.2.3 DA vs. the magnet length for the sextupole pair with –I map in between (left – horizontal, 
right – vertical) 
Results of the simulation for discussed above sextupole and octupole perturbation are 
shown on Fig.2.2. As one can see the law of the aperture decrease  and is 
sufficiently fulfilled for both transverse coordinates in all domain of betatron frequencies. 
1~ −LAxs
2/1~ −LAxo
Simulation performed for pair of sextupoles with –I map shows that with increase of the 
sextupole length (keeping the integrated sextupole strength constant) dynamic aperture falls as 
 4
2/1
, ~
−LA yx  (Fig.2.3). This fact witnesses in favor of the third order nonlinearities being the 
source of dynamic aperture deterioration (not necessarily octupole). The law  is ful-
filled with sufficient accuracy up to the border of the aperture (large amplitudes) hence aberra-
tions of higher or lower orders are not significant.  
2/1
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3. POWER SERIES SOLUTION 
 
In order to obtain aberrations terms of higher orders for particle propagating through mul-
tipole magnet with non-zero length, let us search for solution of corresponding equations in the 
form of power series of longitudinal variable s: 
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Substitution of these expressions in equations for multipole magnets allows finding coefficients 
in the form of recursive expressions starting from 
 
)0(0 xa = , )0(1 xa ′= , )0(0 yb = , )0(1 yb ′= . 
 
However, before proceeding to examples let us give some notes. Solution (3.1) is similar 
to one proposed earlier with help of Lie operators [4, 5]: 
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where Н is Hamiltonian, and а colon represents Poisson brackets. Knowing Hamiltonian and ap-
plying exponential Lie operators on vector of initial coordinates one is able to find solution at the 
end of the section (transformation). Continuous element is described by “sandwich” of “thin” 
multipoles with Hamiltonian  and linear sections with the length of  and transport ma-
trix  [5]: 
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Hamiltonian of transformation through “thick” element is obtained by letting  and inte-
grating of corresponding expressions along the element length. 
0→ds
Approach offered in our paper looks simpler and more convenient the Lie technique,   
because it does not require finding of exponential operators, recursive expressions immediately 
give aberration terms of higher orders. For description of continuous elements, there is no need 
to artificially divide elements into slices framed by linear transport sections with consequent in-
tegration along the longitudinal coordinate. 
 
 
3.1 Quadrupole 
 
Equation of motion for quadrupole lens is 
 
xkx ⋅−=′′ 1 ,            yky ⋅=′′ 1 ,                                              (3.1.1) 
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where . Substituting (3.1) into (3.1.1) and noting that )/()(1 cpBsk y′=
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(similar for ) we obtain recursive expressions for coefficients: )(sy
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Hence, for horizontal motion we can write 
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and so on, where  and  are initial conditions. Substitution of obtained coefficients into (3.1) 
yields 
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Similar procedure could be performed for , and one can see that series tend to solu-
tions known from the theory of linear betatron oscillations. 
)(sy
 
 
3.2 Sextupole 
 
Equation of motion for sextupole lens is 
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where . Substitution of (3.1) into (3.2.1) with the help of Cauchy formula  )/()(2 cpBsk y′′=
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gives recursive expressions for coefficients 
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where . Using (3.2.2) and initial conditions at)!(!/! jijiC ji −= 0=s we obtain  
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( ) ( ) (( )40202040022020202020200000328 85247755231402 yyxxxkyxpyxpyxppka xyyx ++++−+++= ) . 
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( )( )2020002020020000226 22532 yxyxkypypxppkb yxyx −−++= , ( ) ( )( )20023022002020002020227 233575 yxkxkppyxypkppkb yyxyx +−+−−= , 
( ) (( )( )40202040202002020000020328 7321229842182 yyxxkxpyyxppyxpkb yyxx +++++−+−= ) . 
 
As one can see, monomials of third order in initial coordinates appear in the first eight 
coefficients. Thus, it is possible to describe particle motion in thick sextupole with accuracy up 
to third order by the summation of the first eight monomials (order of L7). 
 
 
3.3 Octupole 
 
Equation of motion for octupole is 
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where . Obtained recursive expressions for coefficients are )/()(3 cpBsk y′′′=
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 The first coefficients of solution (3.1) are: 
 
 
00 xa =      001 xpxa =′= , 
( 2003032 36 yxxka −−= ),   ( )( )2020000033 22 xypyxpka xy −+= , 
( )( )( )2202032000002034 12241212 yxkpxyppxpka yyoxx ++++−= ,  
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00 yb =      001 ypyb =′= , 
( 3002032 36 yyxkb −= ),    ( )( )2020000033 22 yxpyxpkb yy −+= , 
( )( )( )22020320002000034 12122412 yxkpxypxppkb yxyx +−−+= ,   
 
 
4. CORRECTION OF THE LENGTH EFFECTS FOR THE SEXTUPOLES WITH –I 
TRANSFORMATION IN BETWEEN  
 
4.1 Sextupole pair 
 
Layout of sextupole placement is shown on Fig.4.1.1. The length L and sextupole 
strengths )/()(2 cpBsk y′′=  are the same. 
 
 
Fig.4.1.1 Pair of sextupoles with the same length and strength with –I map between the centers 
 
With accuracy up to third order in initial coordinates transformation from point 0 to point 
1 (Fig.4.1.1) is  
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Note, that cubic monomial of obtained expression does not coincide with octupole 
(e.g. ( 2200303001 312 LyxxkLpxx x −−+= ) ) and thus it is not possible to cancel this monomial by 
octupole lenses. The value of cubic perturbation for continuous sextupole is integrated strength 
squared . ( )22 Lk
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4.2 Correction of the sextupole length effect 
 
Let us try to compensate, for pair of sextupoles with –I map in between, effects of third 
order perturbation, caused by non-zero length of the sextupoles. For that, let us add the second 
sextupole pair as it shown on Fig.4.2.1. The integrated sextupoles strengths we will denote as 
 and . The distance between sextupoles of different pairs, we will express 
as . 
LkS 211 = LkS 222 =
kLL =Δ
 
 
Fig.4.2.1 Two pairs of sextupoles 
 
Let us write transformation between points 0 and 1. Since this transformation contains 
large number of monomials, we will limit ourselves to the third order of initial coordinates and 
will simplify initial conditions that 000 == yx pp . The reasons for such a simplification are that 
in chromaticity correction section corresponding betatron functions are large and transverse mo-
mentums xx xp β/~ , yy yp β/~  are suppressed. With respect of what has been noted, the trans-
formation is 
 
( 42003021101 12 ),,( LyxxkSSBxx +−−= ) ,                 ( 3200302121 6 ),( LyxxkSSBpx +−= ) ,   (4.2.1) 
( 40203021101 12 ),,( LyxykSSByy +−−= ) ,             ( ) 3020302121 6 ),( LyxykSSBpy +−= , 
 ( ) ( ) 2221221211 32623),,( SSSkkSkkSSB +++++= ,                        (4.2.2) 
 ( ) 222121212 16),,( SSSkSkSSB +++= .                                    (4.2.3) 
 
As one can see, coefficient  is responsible for aberrations in coordinate part of trans-
formation, and  – in momentum part.  
),,( 211 kSSB
),,( 212 kSSB
In order to restore –I, it is necessary to choose such strengths of correcting sextupoles and 
theirs position with respect to main ones (parameter LLk /Δ= ) which will provide 021 == BB . 
It is pity that quadratic equations (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) do not posses common roots, therefore it 
makes to consider separately conditions for cancelations of  and . However, there are two 
possible solutions depending on which pair is main one and which is correcting. 
1B 2B
 Let us start from the  being the main pair, and  being correcting.  1S 2S
Solution of quadratic equation (4.2.2) with respect to  allows finding ratio  as a 
function of distance between the main sextupole and correcting one (in terms of
2S 12 / SS
LLk /Δ= ). Do-
 9
ing that we cancel coordinate part of aberrations ( 01 =B ). Substituting obtained solution into 
allows figuring out the change in momentum part of transformation shown on Fig. 4.2.1.  2B
Then procedure is repeated for equation (4.2.3), canceling momentum nonlinear part 
 of transformation (4.2.1). Substitution of derived solution gives function for . 02 =B 1B
Results of corresponding case are shown on Fig. 4.2.2. The left plot shows the relative 
strength of correcting sextupole , necessary to cancel coefficient  or . The right plot pre-
sents the value of remained not canceled coefficient relative to its value when correcting sextu-
pole is turned off ( ). 
2S 1B 2B
02 =S
 
 
 
Fig.4.2.2 The ratio of correcting and main sextupole strengths (left) and relative decrease of cor-
responding coefficient (right) as a function of distance between the main sextupole and cor-
recting one 
2,1B
 
Let us discuss results shown on Fig.4.2.2. Correcting sextupole with strength 
of , is placed at distance 12 139.0 SS −= LL =Δ  (where L  is sextupole length) from the main sex-
tupole , cancels coefficient  (point 1S 01 =B 1=k  on dashed curve of the left plot Fig.4.2.2). At 
that coefficient  is –0.65 from the initial value when correcting sextupole is turned off 2B 02 =S  
(dashed curve of the right plot Fig.4.2.2). In order to cancel coefficient , the strength of cor-
recting sextupole should be
2B
12 084.0 SS −= . At that value of  is 0.39 from initial value. Note 
that for both cases sign of the correcting sextupoles is opposite to the sign of the main ones. 
1B
In general case, we may say that usage of correcting sextupole pair as it shown on 
Fig.4.2.1, allows partially cancel and partially decrease values of third order aberrations of trans-
formation (4.1.1), caused by non-zero sextupole lengths. 
Similar results could be obtained for the case when  is a main pair, and  – correcting. 
The strengths of correcting sextupoles in this case are ~3-10% from the main ones, with signs 
opposite to the main ones. 
2S 1S
 
 
4.3 Chromatic aberrations 
 
Although obtaining large dynamic aperture for particle with momentum deviation 
0/ ppΔ=δ  is not the main goal of the present work, we will make note on this subject. For par-
ticles with 0≠δ , optics of the section between sextupoles does not provide –I map due to chro-
maticity of the betatron phase advance. Therefore (a) for these particles second order geometrical 
aberrations (chromo-geometrical) are generated and (b) there is direct oscillation frequency de-
pendence on momentum deviation )(δν , thus the frequency could be shifted to strong resonance 
where particle motion will become unstable. 
 10
 Optimization of chromatic effects requires particular knowledge of position and parame-
ters of the magnetic elements which provide –I transformation. 
 Let us write the standard Hamiltonian for magnetic elements considering momentum de-
viation: 
 
( ) ),,(11 22 syxA
pc
epphxH syx −−−+−= ,                              (4.3.1) 
 
where ρ/1=h  is orbit curvature. Let us expand the square root in power series neglecting mo-
nomials  and higher order. Then we will substitute known expression for vector 
potential. Particles deviation from the designed orbit we will represent in usual form
4224 ,, yyxx pppp
ηδβ += xx , 
where dispersion could be written as Taylor series ...10 ++= δηηη . After that we obtain the fol-
lowing expressions describing betatron oscillations and evolution of the dispersion function with 
accuracy up to second order of momentum deviation .  2δ
 
Dipole (neglected monomials with ). δδ 222223 ,,,,, xxxppph xyx
 ( ) 021 22 =⋅+−+′′ ββ δδ xhx , 0=′′βy .                                                 (4.3.2) 
 
hh =+′′ 020 ηη ,   ( )0121 21 ηηη hhh −−=+′′ .                     (4.3.4) 
 
Quadrupole 
 ( ) 01 21 =⋅+−⋅+′′ ββ δδ xkx ,  0)(1 =−′′ ββ δ yky .                                (4.3.5) 
 
0010 =+′′ ηη k ,    01111 ηηη kk =+′′ .                                   (4.3.6) 
 
Sextupole 
 
( )( ) ( )[ ] ββββ δηηδηδδ xkyxkx 210022222 121 −−−−+−−=′′ ,                           (4.3.7) 
 ( ) ( )[ ] ββββ δηηδηδδ ykyxky 2100222 1 −−++−=′′ . 
 
00 =′′η ,    2021 2 ηη
k−=′′ .                                        (4.3.8) 
 
Let us neglect weak focusing in dipoles. The main terms in the first and second order 
chromaticity compensation could be described in following conditions: 
 
:δ ( ) ( )∑ ∑ =−
Q S
xSSxQQ LkLk 0021 βηβ ,  ( ) ( )∑ ∑ =−
Q S
ySSyQQ LkLk 0021 βηβ ,    (4.3.9) 
 
:2δ ( ) ( )( )∑ ∑ =−−
Q S
xSSxQQ LkLk 01021 βηηβ , ( ) ( )( )∑ ∑ =−−
Q S
ySSyQQ LkLk 01021 βηηβ , 
 
where subscripts Q and S denote summation over quadrupoles and sextupoles respectfully. 
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As it could be seen from the obtained equations if one will cancel the first order chroma-
ticity (this is a goal of chromaticity correction section), and at that one is able to place strong 
sextupoles where 01 =η , then second order chromaticity will consequently cancel. 
 
 
5. SIMULATION EXAMPLE 
 
As an example we took the part of the final focus section containing vertical chromaticity 
correction section of the cτ factory project being developed in Novosibirsk [6]. Optical functions 
and main elements are shown on Fig. 5.1.  
 
 
Fig.5.1 Optical functions (blue – vertical, red – horizontal) of final focus system 
 
On the plot FD and DF denote final doublet, SY – the main pair of sextupoles, SYC – cor-
recting pair of sextupoles. 
In our case correcting sextupoles could be placed only after main ones (IP is a starting 
point), since the place before is occupied by quadrupoles. In other words this is the case 
described in previous paragraph when SYS =1  is the main pair, and  is correcting one. SYCS =2
Let us suggest the following procedure of aperture increase with the help of correcting 
sextupoles: 
 
(1) We place correcting sextupoles SYC  with arbitrary initial distance from the main ones 
and choose their strength in accordance with results shown on Fig.4.2.2. For example, 
at LL =Δ  (where L  is sextupole length i.e. 1=k ) for 01 =B  the strength of SYC should 
be –14% from the main one, and –8% for 02 =B . 
 
(2) We find borders of dynamic aperture for both solutions. 
 
(3) We numerically find strength of providing the maximum of the dynamic aperture (in 
our case the merit is a maximum area surrounded by the DA curve). 
SYC
 
(4) We shift the correcting sextupole in longitudinal direction and repeat previous steps in 
order to find maximum aperture in dependence on the distance between correcting and 
main sextupoles. 
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Example of application of described algorithm for point 1=k  is shown on Fig.5.2. As 
one can see cancellation of aberrations in momentum part of transformation (3.4.1) ( 02 =B ) 
with relative strength of the correcting sextupole –8% is increasing linear size of the dynamic 
aperture two times in comparison with initial one. Cancelation of aberrations in coordinate part 
( ) with correcting sextupole strength –14% is more effective, increasing aperture 4-5 
times. 
01 =B
 
Fig.5.2 DA increasing with the help of correcting sextupoles. Initial aperture is shown in black 
 
Additional numerical optimization gives slightly bigger aperture with the correcting sex-
tupoles strength –10% from the main ones. 
The values of relative correcting sextupole strength found from simulation and giving the 
maximum aperture, in dependence on the distance between the sextupoles is shown on Fig.5.3. It 
is seen that at small distances numerical results are in a good agreement with theoretical predic-
tions, being somewhere in between case of 01 =B  and 02 =B .  
 
Fig.5.3 Numerically found correcting sextupole strength (dots) in comparison with analytical 
predictions 
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Agreement becomes worth with distance increase, probably because of defects of dis-
cussed approximation and increase of influence of higher order aberrations. 
 
 
Fig.5.4 Optimized dynamic aperture in dependence on distance between the main and correcting 
sextupoles 
 
Note, numerically optimized dynamic aperture decreases with increase of distance be-
tween sextupoles Fig.5.4. Therefore our recommendations for increase of dynamic aperture dete-
riorated due to non-zero length of the sextupoles of chromaticity correction section are: 
 
• Add additional pair of sextupoles at the distance of ~1 to 4 sextupole length from the 
main one. It is assumed that between both pairs of sextupoles the transport matrix is 
negative identity. 
 
• Choose the strengths of correcting sextupoles to cancel coefficients  or 01 =B 02 =B  
(probably,  is more preferable). With equal lengths of the main and correcting 
sextupoles, the strength of correcting ones are small, about 
01 =B
%10≤  from the main ones. 
 
• Numerically optimize (if necessary) strength of correcting sextupoles in order to obtain 
maximum transverse aperture, which by experience is ~4-8 times bigger than initial un-
corrected one. 
 
• Providing 01 =η at the place of strong sextupoles (by optics outside the chromatic sec-
tion), than such chromaticity correction section should not significantly decrease the en-
ergy dynamic aperture (bandwidth). 
 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
Chromaticity correction section of the final focus for circular collider consists of two sex-
tupoles, separated by –I map. Theoretically, such a structure cancels all geometrical aberrations 
of all orders. However, consideration of the finite sextupole length leads to cancelation of quad-
ratic aberrations only, at that time aberrations of higher orders appear and sharply deteriorate dy-
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namic aperture. Significant increase of the aperture is provided with installation of additional 
weak sextupole pair, which will minimize aberrations of higher order. 
This method could be used in other case when it is necessary to compensate effect of 
non-zero sextupole length, for example for “crab” sextupoles providing turn of the beam waist in 
the interaction point of the collider working in crab-waist scheme [7]. 
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